
What are the Best Woodturning Tips for 

Amazing Effects 

One of the more trendy ways to augment the visual look of a woodturning is to transform 

its color. As a result of using different dyes and other coloring products, you can easily 

change a bland piece of wood into a bit amazing. For the reason that the wood will allow 

the color less in surface grain areas and more in ending grain areas, subtle and delicate 

grain figure can be considerably enhanced. 

Pale timbers can be made to look exciting and bright. Dark timbers can also gain from 

coloring, adding warmer and more affluent tinges and highlights. If you've by no means 

experimented with coloring wood ahead of, don't be anxious. It's an easy procedure to 

learn and the products are by and large economical, allowing you to generously experiment 

on top of various projects. 

There are many different types of General finishes exterior stains and coloring products on 

hand for wood. Two well-liked dye categories are spirit based dyes and water based dyes. 

Of the two, the spirit based dyes are easier to draw on if you're just getting on track, as they 

are more or less goof-proof within the contemporary dynamic of a woodturning 

background. Spirit based dyes dry very fast and most are completely intermixable, allowing 

you to accomplish more or less any color from some base colors. On top, nearly all spirit 

based dyes are lightfast, which denotes that the color is defiant to discoloring at what time 

exposed to light. 

Water based dyes can also be utilized on the way to color wood, but they are not as 

straightforward to use as their spirit based corresponding items. Water based dyes take 

much longer to get dehydrated and also lift up the wood grain, requiring an extra step to do 

away with the raised grain prior to finishing. In addition, a few water based dyes are not 

lightfast, which denotes that they may discolor at what time exposed to light. 

 

https://stainsandpaints.com/product-category/exterior-stains-and-finishes/


Spirit based dyes can be applied by several methods together with brush, rag, paper wipes 

or dip bath. On the whole, General finishes exterior stains will emphasize any residual 

sanding scratches, or bruised grain areas on top of the surface of your venture. To limit the 

color en route for a specific area such as the frame of a platter, revolve and sand the area 

that you would like to color. At what time you have finished applying the color on the way 

to the desired area and it has completely dried, finish turn the rest of the development. 

Then, utilizing your gouge cut into the colored area to do away with any redundant color 

and clean up the edging boundaries. This will build a knife-edge amid the colored and 

uncolored areas on top of the project. 

To color the complete project by way of a single color, or quite a few colors, turn and sand 

the entire project earlier than applying your preferred colors. It's very straightforward to 

mix the colors right on top of the surface of your project, creating extra colors within areas 

where different colors mix together.  


